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ABSTRACT

The impact of initial structure on storm evolution is examined for the case of a tropical storm entering rapid intensification. At the onset of rapid intensification, satellite cloud signatures suggest that the structural organization of Typhoon Sinlaku (2008) was dominated by a primary band of convection present at outer radii. The development of the eyewall subsequently occurred within this band of deep convection.

Numerical forecasts of Sinlaku are initialized at 15- and 5-km resolution using a broad range of vortex scales, at a time when the storm was still weak and its structure not clearly defined. Evidence is presented that beta propagation played a key role in changing the storm’s motion under weak environmental steering. It is found that the track forecast improves over the period when beta propagation is prominent if the vortex is initialized with a large radius of maximum wind (RMW), corresponding with the primary outer cloud band. The initial vortex structure is also suggested to play a critical role in the pathway to rapid intensification, and in the formation of the eyewall for the defined environmental forcing. With an initially large RMW, the forecast captures the evolution of structure and intensity more skillfully. Eyewall formation inside the primary outer convective band for the weak storm is illustrated and some possible dynamical interpretations are discussed.

1. Introduction

The capability of numerical atmospheric models to provide skillful forecasts relies on the accuracy of the initial state (Davidson and Ma 2012). This is particularly true for tropical cyclones (TCs; Kurihara et al. 1995). Unfortunately, over the data-sparse oceanic regions, conventional observations are insufficient to adequately analyze the structure or location of a cyclone inner core. Therefore, bogusing techniques (or “vortex specifications”) have been developed to improve the initialization of TCs (e.g., Kurihara et al. 1993; Kwon et al. 2002). They are a key aspect for forecasting the track, intensity, and structure of TCs (Davidson et al. 2006), together with the specification of the initial large-scale environment surrounding the TC (Komaromi et al. 2011), and prediction of its evolution by the model (Bender et al. 1993; Davidson et al. 2006). Recent TC initialization procedures have benefited from further improvements. They include vortex specification from Advance Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU-A) data (Zhu et al. 2002), variational assimilation of satellite-derived data (Xiao et al. 2000; Montroty et al. 2008; Liu and Li 2010), variational bogus data assimilation (Zou and Xiao 2000; Pu and Braun 2001; Wu et al. 2006), and vortex initialization based on the ensemble Kalman filter (e.g., Wu et al. 2010).

The idealized bogusing approach consists of inserting a synthetic three-dimensional vortex into the model analysis. The bogus is constructed to fit real-time estimates of storm size and intensity. A common scale for vortex size is the radius of maximum wind (RMW), while prevailing measures of storm size include the radius of gale-force wind (R34) and the radius of the outer closed isobar (ROCI). A number of methods based on satellite sensors have been developed to retrieve such types of information (Dvorak 1975; Mueller et al. 2006;
Knaff and DeMaria 2006). However, there are still large uncertainties in the estimates of structure parameters, particularly for weak storms.

The large diversity of storm structure was highlighted by Samsury and Zipser (1995) with aircraft wind profiles: secondary wind maxima are sometimes present in TCs within outer convective rainbands and vary in position and strength. Now that assimilation of bogus data has been shown to have a positive impact on TC intensity prediction for many numerical models in most situations, details in the structure of the idealized bogus need more attention from research and development. This is obvious for weak storms, or for storms undergoing a secondary eyewall cycle at the initialization time. An important result is given by Xu and Wang (2010), who showed that simulated inner-core size is largely determined by initial vortex size. Semi-idealized simulations of a suite of modified Rankine vortices defined by RMW and wind profile decay factors suggest that improved initialization in the outer wind region might affect intensity and track forecast (Cao et al. 2011). In addition Ma et al. (2012) described the impact of vortex structure on TC prediction during some events. They also noted that (i) the model retains the general characteristics of the initial vortex and (ii) the pathway to intensification can be sensitive to initial vortex structure. Questions then follow: How can the structural characteristics of a storm influence the pathway to its intensification for the same environmental forcing? Are there instances when storm structure plays an important role in the motion?

Storm tracks are mainly driven by environmental steering and by the beta effect (Holland 1983; Chan and Williams 1987). Nondivergent, barotropic model experiments with no basic current showed that horizontal advection of planetary vorticity by the symmetric vortex circulation produces an asymmetric circulation composed of an anticyclone east of the center, and a cyclone to the west (Fiorino and Elsberry 1989). These west–east-aligned β gyres, typically centered 600–700 km away from the cyclone, generate a nearly uniform broadscale southerly flow across the TC. Nonlinear advection of these gyres by the vortex flow subsequently twists the interior region between the gyres and orients the advective flow across the TC toward the northwest rather than poleward; as a result, more cyclonic vortices move more westward. The authors indicated that the storm is advected primarily by the flow between the gyres, which covers the area of significant cyclonic circulation. The northward component can spread out to 10° (Carr and Elsberry 1992) whereas the westward twist of the gyres mostly occurs over the inner-core region of the storm (e.g., Fig. 2 of Carr and Elsberry 1992). The total northwestward propagation, also called “beta drift,” was found to increase with both the maximum wind speed and the radius of maximum wind (Chan and Williams 1987), together with the outer-core wind speed (Carr and Elsberry 1997). In theory, the β-effect propagation can therefore contribute significantly to TC motion (by 1 to 3 m s⁻¹ order of magnitude; Fiorino and Elsberry 1989), especially when environmental influences are small and when the storm is large. To adequately resolve the β gyres associated with TCs moving in weak ambient flows, Reeder et al. (1991) showed that a 100-km data network was required, which we have in this study (from in situ measurements during a field experiment).

Despite significant improvements in TC track forecasts over the past few decades (Franklin 2008), anticipating sudden intensity changes remains challenging. Kaplan and DeMaria (2003) defined rapid intensification (RI) for a system beyond the depression stage, when its maximum sustained surface winds increase by 30 kt (15.4 m s⁻¹) in the course of 24 h. The main factors influencing TC intensification are known to be ocean heat fluxes (Emanuel 1986; Shay et al. 2000; Lin et al. 2005) and environmental forcing (Molinari and Voller 1989; Hanley et al. 2001; Ritchie and Elsberry 2007; Davidson et al. 2008). Internal processes and asymmetries that modify the vortex structure have also been documented to explain TC intensity changes. They include concentric eyewall cycles (Willoughby 1990), vortex Rossby waves (Montgomery and Kallenbach 1997; Wang 2002), the dynamics of eyewall mesovortices and the mixing of potential vorticity in the TC core (Schubert et al. 1999; Kossin and Schubert 2001; Hendricks et al. 2009), as well as vortical hot towers (VHTs; Montgomery et al. 2006). Recently Nguyen et al. (2011) examined internal structure changes during the rapid intensification of Hurricane Katrina (2005) from high-resolution ensemble simulations. The inner-core vortex appeared to vacillate between two distinct states characterized by a monotonic potential vorticity distribution with VHTs dominating at inner radii, or a ringlike structure. The mean circulation intensified rapidly when the potential vorticity anomalies associated with the VHTs were axisymmetrized to form the ring structure.

The present study investigates the sensitivity of track and intensity prediction to initial storm-size parameters for the case of Typhoon Sinlaku (2008), whose structure was not well defined at the onset of rapid intensification. This is an attempt to understand which structure parameters could be of potential importance in the subsequent development and movement of an initially weak storm. Sinlaku developed in the northwest Pacific during
the international campaign Tropical Cyclone Structure 2008 (TCS08; Elsberry et al. 2008). Our model initial and boundary conditions therefore benefit from an enhanced observational dataset expected to improve prediction of the large-scale environment. The paper is organized as follows: section 2 illustrates the observed evolution of Sinlaku during and right after RI (environment, intensification, structure, and track). Section 3 describes the setup for numerical sensitivity experiments on vortex initialization. Results on track prediction are presented and analyzed in section 4, while section 5 focuses on the prediction of intensity with complementary high-resolution experiments to investigate structure changes. Section 6 presents a summary and outlines possible future investigations.

2. The observed evolution of Typhoon Sinlaku

a. A favorable environment for RI

Figure 1 displays Sinlaku track and intensity estimates from the International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS; Knapp et al. 2010). After the storm was named at 1800 UTC 8 September 2008 by the Japan Meteorological Agency, it rapidly intensified until 1200 UTC 10 September. A 42-h pressure fall of 61 hPa from 996 hPa was associated with RI (Fig. 1a). Maximum winds intensified from 35 kt (18 m s\(^{-1}\), tropical storm stage) to 100 kt (51 m s\(^{-1}\), typhoon stage).

From 9 to 12 September, large ocean heat content (not illustrated), enhanced poleward and equatorward outflow channels (not illustrated), as well as low vertical wind shear (Figs. 2a–d) are conducive to TC intensification. Wind analyses from the Australian Community Climate and Earth-System Simulator (ACCESS-G; Puri et al. 2010) show that environmental conditions are also favorable at 850 hPa (Fig. 3, left panels). The monsoon westerly flow accelerates and extends from over the Bay of Bengal into the northwest Pacific (gray shading), and monsoon gyres (Chen et al. 2008) can be seen. This is beneficial for generating and maintaining large typhoons in the northwest Pacific (Lee et al. 2010). The contribution of the monsoon amplification to the rapid intensification of Sinlaku will be reported in a companion study.

b. Track analysis

From 10 to 12 September, Sinlaku is situated between two large deep-layer anticyclones located over China and the northwest Pacific (Figs. 3c,e). The lack of
a dominant steering flow results in a winding course of the storm (Fig. 2e). Hodographs in Fig. 2 show winds averaged over a 200–800-km storm-centered annulus, without removing the storm vortex, following Kaplan and DeMaria (2003). A smaller radius such as 500 km is regarded as inapplicable for this large storm (ROCI around 400 km). The environmental steering estimated over a 200–800-km annulus excludes the vortex symmetric circulation but is somewhat contaminated by the inclusion of a significant portion of the meridional flow between the hypothetical gyres (Carr and Elsberry 1992, see their Fig. 3 and related discussion).

From 9 to 11 September, the observed storm motion is consistent with the mean steering flow in the 850–250-hPa layer (Figs. 2a–c). The east-northeastward steering current at upper levels increases from 9 to 10 September, as the storm moves farther north under the consolidating upper-level anticyclone. At low levels, the monsoon westerlies strengthen from 10 to 11 September while easterlies north of the system weaken (Figs. 3c,e). Therefore the low-level steering component to the west decreases (Fig. 2c), which induces a slight eastward shift in the storm’s zonal motion (Fig. 2e). Track direction starts shifting again to the north-northwest by 1200 UTC 11 September (Fig. 2e). However, the large-scale steering flow has decreased and suggests a nearly pure 1.5 m s$^{-1}$ northward translation of the storm on 12 September (Fig. 2d). It departs significantly from the observed 3.6 m s$^{-1}$ northwestward motion that is larger than the environmental wind at any level (Fig. 2d).

A dynamical analysis of vortex motion is performed based on analytic theories conducted on barotropic vortices (Fiorino and Elsberry 1989; Chan and Williams 1987; Carr and Elsberry 1997). Even when Sinlaku is weak, the vortex is well represented in the analyses (Fig. 3, left panels). It indicates that experimental observations (such as scatterometer data) have sufficiently enriched the model background field to investigate the $\beta$ gyres (Reeder et al. 1991). The wavenumber-1 asymmetry of the total streamfunction averaged over the 850–700-hPa layer is extracted using a Fourier analysis (Fig. 3, right panels). Considering the weak steering current, the large-scale flow is not extracted [a possible extraction is described in Weber and Smith (1995)]. Therefore, the asymmetric field contains both the basic state plus the nonlinear interaction of the storm with its environment (the prospective $\beta$ gyres).

At 0000 UTC 10 September, the vortex develops a wavenumber-1 asymmetry consisting of a pair of large-scale counter-rotating gyres (Fig. 3d) that were not seen 24 h earlier (Fig. 3b). They are oriented southwest–northeast and centered about 600 km away from Sinlaku. At 0000 UTC 11 September, Sinlaku has reached maximum intensity and is undergoing an eyewall...
FIG. 3. ACCESS-G objective analysis from (top) 0000 UTC 9 Sep to (bottom) 0000 UTC 12 Sep 2008 at 24-h intervals of (a),(c),(e),(g) 850-hPa wind (shaded) and corresponding vectors (arrows) and (b),(d),(f),(h) the wavenumber-1 asymmetry of the 850–700-hPa layer mean streamfunction ($2 \times 10^4$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$; positive, solid; negative, dotted). The contour interval is 20 from 0 to 200 and 50 from 200 to 300. The location of Typhoon Sinlaku (from IBTrACS) is indicated by a crisscross ($\times$) symbol. Monsoon gyres are indicated by MG labels.
replacement cycle (see next paragraph). The scale of the vortex and the gyres, centered 700 km from the cyclone, increases, and the asymmetric flow across the vortex center is now directed toward the north-northwest (Fig. 3f). At 0000 UTC 12 September, the vortex continues expanding. Negative (positive) streamfunction anomalies oriented southwest (northeast) are still apparent (Fig. 3h) though highly distorted from the nonlinear interaction of Sinlaku with its environment (including the planetary vorticity). The distorting influence from the $\beta$ effect is greater as winds from the south (north) on the east (west) side of the vortex advect smaller (larger) earth vorticity values in the larger mature storm (Carr and Elsberry 1997).

Though embedded in the synoptic flow, the diagnosed gyres are found closer to the TC core than the low-level monsoon gyre to the southwest and the anticyclonic features to the east. Anomaly pairs translate with the TC over a 24-h period but keep an earth-fixed orientation (Franklin et al. 1996) and the appropriate location and orientation for model $\beta$ gyres of vortices in a quiescent environment. Such features are, therefore, likely to be the result of vortex–beta interaction. In any case, this may explain the significant departure of Sinlaku’s motion from southerly steering at 0000 UTC 12 September (Fig. 2d). The respective contributions of the model and the observations in determining the occurrence of the $\beta$ gyres were not assessed. However, we believe the gyres existed in nature for Sinlaku and this assumption is supported by the storm’s best track.

In conclusion, Sinlaku’s observed motion change from the north-northeast to the north and finally to the northwest is attributed to changes in the environmental flow, and to the increasing influence of the $\beta$ propagation as environmental steering weakens and the structure and size of the vortex changes. Once the eyewall replacement cycle starts around 1200 UTC 10 September (see next paragraph), storm winds become strong enough at large radii for the $\beta$-effect propagation to increase (Carr and Elsberry 1997), reach a 2 m s$^{-1}$ order of magnitude similar to the large-scale steering flow, and resist the eastward motion that is induced by the large-scale environment.

c. The evolving structure of Sinlaku

Passive microwave imagery (Fig. 4) outlines Sinlaku’s evolving structure during RI and afterward. Both the Special Sensor Microwave Imager Sounder (SSMI/S) 91-GHz channel and the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E) 89-GHz channel images are selected to minimize temporal sampling issues. Their microwave channels are similar in resolution and frequency to the 85 GHz on SSM/I. Ice scattering reveals areas of deep convection displayed in the red shades while dark blue areas correspond either to emission from land or from low-level clouds. Such imagery allows high-resolution mapping of eyewall(s) and rainbands that do not appear in visible and infrared data. Additional details about the TC structure are revealed by the 37-GHz channel that can distinguish shallow convective rainbands, which appear as cyan, from deep convection, highlighted in pink (Fig. 4). The shallow rainband structure has been shown to be crucial in the development of initial periods of RI (Kieper 2008).

Aircraft operations also sampled some structural parameters twice during the rapid intensification of Sinlaku. (Mission scientist reports from the U.S. Air Force Hurricane Hunter WC-130J are available at http://catalog.eol.ucar.edu/tparc_2008/missions/index.html.)

At the beginning of RI, around 2200 and 2300 UTC 8 September, both 37- and 91-GHz images (Figs. 4a,b) indicate a primary band of convection (PBC) located 220 km away from a large circulation center, and a possible nascent eye. This band of precipitation appears very nearly as a closed ring and is composed of shallow (deep) convection in the northern (southern) region (Fig. 4a). A shift in core dynamics (Kieper 2008) occurs with the onset of rapid intensification (defined here as the period from 1800 UTC 8 September to 0000 UTC 9 September). Shallow convective precipitation develops in the inner region of Sinlaku (0910 UTC 9 September, Fig. 4d), inside of the PBC that dwells at an averaged 180-km radius with heavier precipitation (Fig. 4e). Some 10 h later, the primary convective band is atrophying while deep convection is establishing in the inner ring that intensifies (Figs. 4f,g). This is similar to the general trend in structural organization of rapidly intensifying storms (Kieper 2008).

The aircraft mission around 0500 UTC 9 September reported a “ragged eyewall” (U.S. Air Force scientist report), visible in Fig. 4c. Havel (2009) identified a broad center from the radial distribution of surface and flight-level winds: the wind distribution is highly asymmetric and the relative wind maxima are not well defined, located at 45 km in the eastern sector and out to 130 km in the southern quadrant.

The inner ring of intense precipitation consolidates to become a closed eyewall just before the completion of RI (0913 UTC 10 September, Fig. 4h). The apparent 1° diameter of this narrow eyewall is confirmed by a second mission (from 0500 to 0830 UTC) that mentioned a “ragged but distinguishable nearly circular eyewall with radius of about 25 n mi (46 km).” The new outer spiraling bands visible in Fig. 4h start to merge afterward, resulting in an eyewall replacement cycle (Shapiro and Willoughby 1982; Willoughby et al. 1982). The cycle
starts right after RI (near 1200 UTC 10 September), when the surrounding ring of convection takes shape, and ends around 2200 UTC 11 September, once the inner eyewall has collapsed entirely (and the remaining thick eyewall only contracts another few kilometers). Two nearly concentric eyewalls are visible at 0900 UTC 11 September, extending to about 20 and 100 km, respectively (Fig. 4i).
d. An uncertainty for structure parameters at the onset of RI

According to the cloud signatures identified in Figs. 4a,b, the structural organization of the weak storm (from 35 to 45 kt, 1 kt = 0.5144 m s\(^{-1}\)) at the initial period of rapid intensification (from 1800 UTC 8 September to 0000 UTC 9 September) may be dominated by the PBC present at outer radii (220 km). A distant secondary wind maximum was depicted by the Quick Scatterometer (QuikSCAT) data at 2100 UTC, at least in the northern quadrant of the PBC (http://tparc.mri-jma.go.jp/qscat/figures/200809/qs.08090821.png). Also, early on 9 September the WC-130 mission witnessed that the circulation was still broad, with winds spread out to large outer radii and the wind maximum not well defined (Havel 2009). There is, therefore, an uncertainty for the radius of maximum wind at 0000 UTC 9 September; it is inferred that a secondary wind maximum could have been associated with the PBC (Samsury and Zipser 1995).

The subsequent evolution of storm structure, witnessed in the satellite images and aircraft observations, suggests that an eyewall forms a few hours later within the encircling outer convection (around 0500 UTC 9 September), and later consolidates as the main eyewall once the storm has almost finished intensifying (around 0900 UTC 10 September). Section 5c will further investigate the dynamical processes associated with eye-wall formation inside of the PBC.

3. Model setup and sensitivity experiments

The structure of Sinlaku at the beginning and during rapid intensification is interesting for addressing the sensitivity of intensity and track forecast to initial storm structure. This section presents the numerical tools used to initialize 72-h forecasts at 0000 UTC 9 September 2008 with various initial wind distributions.

a. Numerical model

Forecasts are run using the Australian Bureau of Meteorology’s hydrostatic Tropical Cyclone Limited Area Prediction System (TC-LAPS; Davidson and Weber 2000). It utilizes high-order numerics and advanced physical parameterizations including a bulk explicit microphysics scheme and a mass flux convection parameterization. The TC-LAPS model was operational over the Australian region and northwest Pacific between 1999 and 2009 and was quite competitive by international standards: mean track and intensity errors at 48 h were 261 km and 22 hPa, respectively (Davidson et al. 2006).

Numerical experiments are carried out at 15- and 5-km horizontal resolution using a triply nested relocatable mesh with 29 vertical levels and full physics. With 300 × 300 grid points, the 15-km resolution domain ranges from 0\(^\circ\) to 45\(^\circ\)N and from 100\(^\circ\) to 145\(^\circ\)E. The 5-km resolution grid stretches from 10\(^\circ\) to 30\(^\circ\)N and from 120\(^\circ\) to 140\(^\circ\)E (400 × 400 points). The fine-mesh forecast is one-way nested in the coarse grid.

The storm center is diagnosed at the minimum surface pressure location in model outputs. Other methods such as 850-hPa maximum cyclonic vorticity give consistent results and suggest that within the precision we are working, the radial structure is not significantly sensitive to the center location.

b. Vortex specification

The TC-LAPS model uses a unique and sophisticated vortex specification (Davidson and Weber 2000; Davidson et al. 1993). It includes the construction of a synthetic three-dimensional vortex from which “synthetic observations” can be extracted at different radii. That vortex is built using an analytical surface pressure profile (described in section 3c) together with information contained in operational advisories from TC warning centers (past and present location, central pressure, and storm size as defined by the ROCI). The current movement of the storm is added to create vortex asymmetries (e.g., Bender 1997).

A coarse-resolution analysis (and forecast) is first obtained by filtering out the misplaced TC circulation and assimilating synthetic vortex data in the large-scale analysis obtained from ACCESS-G (Puri et al. 2010). A subsequent initialization for fine-mesh prediction is conducted. Synthetic observations are extracted at smaller radial intervals and merged with conventional observations. They are assimilated at high-resolution into the coarse-resolution bogus analysis. The synthetic vortex does not explicitly include a secondary circulation and the associated ascent field, or a TC boundary layer where gradient wind balance cannot be assumed. Diabatic dynamical nudging allows the generation of such important features. The forecast model runs from 24 h prior to the base time of the forecast, and is nudged toward the 6-hourly objective analyses that include the synthetic vortex. At high resolution, only weak nudging is performed on the surface pressure and analyzed vorticity.

In short, the benefits of the diabatic, nudging initialization are that the initial condition will contain: an accurate representation of the environment, a vortex circulation consistent with the observed characteristics of the storm, a secondary circulation, boundary layer structure, and vertical motion field consistent with the primary circulation, and a vortex that is mostly in balance and consistent with the model’s
resolution, dynamics, and physics (Davidson and Weber 2000).

c. Bogus

The symmetric vortex is built using a revised version of the original Fujita (1952) surface pressure profile. Developed on an extended best-track dataset, it fits well vortex intensity and structure estimates: central pressure ($p_c$), maximum wind (VMAX), RMW, R34, and ROCI. The pressure profile is given by Ma et al. (2012):

$$P = 1 - \left[1 + \varepsilon \left(\frac{r}{r_{cm}}\right)^{\lambda - (1/\varepsilon)}\right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $r_{cm}$ is the radius of maximum cyclostrophic tangential wind, and $P(r)$ represents the normalized surface pressure profile following Schloemer (1954) to remove variations due to differing central and ambient pressures:

$$P = \frac{p - p_c}{p_\infty - p_c},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $p$ is pressure at radius $r$, $p_c$ is the central pressure, and $P_\infty$ is the environmental pressure [represented by the pressure of the outermost closed isobar (POCI) plus a 1-hPa positive adjustment].

The coefficients $\varepsilon$ and $\lambda$ are derived from maximum cyclostrophic ($v_{cm}$) and gradient wind [$v_{g}(r)$] at specific radii:

$$v_{cm} = \sqrt{\frac{p_\infty - p_c}{\rho} \lambda (1 + \varepsilon)^{-(1/\varepsilon) - 1}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$v_{g}(r) = -\frac{rf}{2}$$

$$+ \sqrt{\frac{f^2}{4} + \frac{p_\infty - p_c}{\rho} \lambda \left(\frac{r}{r_{cm}}\right)^{\lambda - (1/\varepsilon) - 1}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $f$ is the Coriolis parameter, and $\rho$ is the air density. While $v_{cm}$ and $r_{cm}$ can be obtained directly from TC advisories (the difference with VMAX and RMW is of small order), $\varepsilon$ and $\lambda$ cannot be obtained analytically. In practice possible pairs of coefficients are tested (Ma et al. 2012) to fix winds at some specified outer radii, for example 34-kt winds at R34, and thus build the vortex outer structure from observationally based operational estimates.

Equations (3) and (4) indicate that this idealized profile $P(r)$ relies on three intensity parameters (VMAX, $p_c$, POCI) and two size parameters (RMW, R34). While $p_c$ and ROCI are systematically estimated in operational advisories, other parameters can be absent or uncertain (RMW, R34). Therefore, an additional relation described by Weber (2006) is needed in the operational routine. From TC advisories, this model automatically calculates the key parameters VMAX, POCI, RMW, and R34 that are needed to construct the synthetic vortex. From $p_c$ and ROCI, as well as the storm center latitude, the model retains the POCI from the large-scale objective analysis. A consistent set of storm parameters (VMAX, $p_c$, POCI, RMW, R34) is then computed by integration of the $f$-plane gradient wind equation for an inertially stable, axisymmetric, tangential wind profile. To sum up, this vortex specification scheme allows direct evaluation of the forecast sensitivity to RMW and R34 because the vortex-size parameters can be easily adjusted independently of each other and independently of $p_c$ and ROCI.

d. Set of experiments

Sinlaku is still weak (45 kt, 990 hPa) at 0000 UTC 9 September, right after the onset of RI, and the storm structure is not clearly defined (section 2c). There is considerable uncertainty in storm size estimates and the real-time values for RMW and ROCI differ substantially between warning centers. Is the forecast influenced by such uncertainty?

Original estimates for the ROCI are 185 km (Darwin Tropical Cyclone Warning Centre) and 370 km (Joint Typhoon Warning Center). The ROCI can be difficult to estimate in real time as it is not a well-defined quantity and aircraft reconnaissance was not available for outer regions. Therefore, the ROCI is revised to 400 km based on ACCESS-G analyses. This value provided a more reasonable representation of Sinlaku’s observed intensification in early 15-km resolution simulations (not illustrated).

The large-scale flow is reasonably well depicted by the model (not illustrated), which suggests that improvements in track prediction are likely to be found in vortex structure initialization rather than in improved depiction of the large-scale environment in this case. The 15-km resolution forecast is insensitive to the kind of boundary conditions (interpolated ACCESS-G analyses or coarse-resolution forecast).

A hierarchy of 72-h forecasts, initialized with a broad range of RMW and R34 values, is consequently run at 15-km resolution (Table 1, simulations SM6 to SM18). Parameters are scaled around the mean numbers obtained from Weber’s statistical model (Weber 2006) using a 400-km ROCI and estimates of $p_c$ issued by the Darwin TC Centre. Initial RMW values (Table 1) may be compared to operational estimates (55 and 46 km for
4. Impact of vortex initialization on the track forecast

a. Track forecast

Large RMW initializations consistently improve the track forecast beyond 1200 UTC 10 September, due to a better representation of the motion change from east to north during the \( \beta \)-effect period (Figs. 5 and 6, left panels). A scatterplot of 72-h track errors versus initial RMW (Fig. 7) highlights this trend, which stays true for smaller R34 values (experiments SM6 to SM11). The 72-h error between SM15 and SM18 is reduced by 40%. The rather small degradation found at short lead times stands within the noise of any numerical prediction system (it averages out to 7 km over the whole 0–36-h period for SM6 to SM18 simulations).

Note that all other numerical weather prediction guidance based on 0000 UTC 9 September also showed a forecast track to the right of the observed track beyond 36 h, indicating that the error pattern was not an artifact of TC-LAPS, but rather that there was a systematic error in track forecasts, which may have been associated with incorrect vortex structure (defined by vortex size) or incorrect steering flow. By perturbing the monsoon trough or weakening the midlatitude trough north of Sinlaku, Komaromi et al. (2011) obtained large reduction of the 120-h forecast track error from base time 0000 UTC 10 September. Improvement was suggested to result from a combination of the weaker southeasterly flow in the Pacific ridge and the beta drift of Sinlaku. The very small changes in TC-LAPS track forecasts at short lead times, compared with the occasional large degradation in Komaromi et al. (2011) at 48 h, suggests that overall improvements of Sinlaku’s track forecast after 0000 UTC 11 September were likely a combination of both factors (environmental influences and vortex structure).

Figure 8a shows vortex motion for SM15 and SM18 after 30 (left panels) and 48 h (right panels). Storm motion (Vs) is calculated over a 12-h period centered on the analysis time; environmental steering (Ve) is estimated by the averaged flow over a 200–800-km annulus in the 850–250-hPa layer; departure from that steering at 48 h (Vd = Vs – Ve) includes possible \( \beta \) propagation or convective asymmetries. The estimation of Ve excludes the vortex symmetric circulation from the environmental wind field, but is somewhat contaminated by the inclusion of a significant portion of the meridional flow between the hypothetical gyres. Conversely, the westward twist of the gyres mostly occurs over the inner-core region of the storm, so that Vd would mostly reflect a westward \( \beta \) drift plus a small part of the poleward drift.
The predicted steering flow $V_e$ is weak and constant (about 2.5 m s$^{-1}$). It shifts from north-northeastward to northeastward (east northeastward) in SM18 (SM15), suggesting that initial vortex size (and structure) controls the way the storm interacts with its environment and gradually deforms it (starting from the same basic flow and vortex location at 30 h). Of course, there is a feedback from the environment afterward: once the vortex follows another path, it evolves in a slightly altered steering flow that can contribute further to its differing track. Storm motion shifts, too, but $V_d$ becomes significant at 48 h, especially for the large initial

---

**Fig. 5.** Typhoon Sinlaku (left) observed (O) and predicted (F) track and (right) central pressures from base time 0000 UTC 9 Sep 2008. (from top to bottom) The 0.15° resolution 72-h forecasts (SM12, SM13, and SM14) initialized with $R_34 = 280$ km and different RMW values as indicated. Column values in track panels (at left) display estimated (OBS) and forecast (FORC) central pressures (hPa), as well as track errors (TERR, km) at 6-h intervals. Best-track data are obtained from IBTrACS.
FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for simulations SM15, SM16, SM17, and SM18 (R34 = 335 km and different RMW values as indicated in the legend).
vortex \((1 \text{ m s}^{-1})\). The apparent west-northwest departure from the environmental flow and the poleward movement of the storm suggests that TC-beta interaction must be accounting for the motion change.

Computation of the wavenumber-1 asymmetry (similar to section 2) on the difference in streamfunction between SM18 and SM15 provides compelling support for the generation of stronger gyres in the large SM18 vortex (Fig. 8b). By canceling the environmental steering until 48 h (when the predicted centers are not separated by more than 0.4°), this method allows extraction of the finite amplitude effect a large storm can have in modifying the surrounding flow and altering the steering. The counter-rotating circulations have the same orientation, location, and strength as the gyres found in ACCESS-G analyses (Fig. 3, right panels, same contour intervals), although they are more clearly defined here. The flow within 100 km of the selected center is not uniform (especially at 48 h) and shall not be taken into account for dynamical analysis of vortex motion. It indeed depends on the definition of the coordinate system origin (SM18 center here) used to extract the symmetric component in the Fourier analysis [this is similar to the computation of inner gyres in Fiorino and Elsberry (1989)].

b. Importance of initial storm structure on \(\beta\) propagation

Analyses (section 2b) and simulations both support the importance of \(\beta\) effect in defining track changes following RI. As the storm slows down, \(\beta\) propagation becomes gradually significant under weak environmental influences. Experiments with TC-LAPS illustrate that the northwestward deviation induced by the \(\beta\) effect depends on the specification of the initial vortex size. It acts more efficiently when the initial wind distribution is specified with sufficient strength and extent especially at outer radii (larger initial RMW), consistent with Chan and Williams (1987). The importance of \(\beta\) propagation for this case may explain why the radius of gale-force wind does not have a significant impact on the track forecast (see 72-h errors, Fig. 7). At the R34, vorticity gradients and storm winds are weaker than at the RMW and must produce a smaller \(\beta\)-propagation contribution. Such lack of sensitivity to the R34 differs from Cao et al. (2011) and suggests a possible case dependency for storms with strong outer wind structures in weak environmental flows. The final forward speed of their artificial vortices increased with smaller wind profile decay factors (i.e., with stronger winds supplied at outer radii) for RMW ranging from 30 to 110 km in 36-km resolution forecasts.

5. Prediction of rapid intensification and vortex structure evolution

a. Impact of vortex initialization on the intensity forecast

Experiments SM6 to SM16 indicate that the intensification rate grows in phase with increasing initial RMW values (e.g., Fig. 5), regardless of the prescribed R34 value, which has no significant impact on the intensity forecast. This is highlighted with a scatterplot of 72-h predicted central pressure versus initial RMW (Fig. 9) where SM18, the rightmost point, appears as an outlier to the trend. The results obtained here for a real TC case differ from the semi-idealized simulations of Cao et al. (2011). The intensification rate was roughly similar among the suite of different initial RMW vortices, while final intensities were greater for less rapidly decaying initial wind profiles. A possible explanation for the intensification trend observed in TC-LAPS is that increasing the RMW while keeping the maximum wind constant increases the angular momentum at the RMW (and the total amount of vorticity available to be converged), giving the storm more potential to develop an intense inner core. This result follows from the circulation theorem, which states that the total vorticity within a region equals the circulation around that region. Taking the region \(A\) to be that bounded by the maximum wind belt,

\[
\int_A \zeta \, dA = \int_0^{2\pi} r_{\text{max}}(\theta) v_{\text{max}}(\theta) \, d\theta = 2\pi r_{\text{max}} v_{\text{max}}.
\]

Hence if \(v_{\text{max}}\) remains constant, increasing the RMW will increase the integral of vorticity across the eye, even though it will also tend to decrease the peak value. Note...
that this result does not depend on the precise structure of the flow within $A$. Figures 6 and 9 show that once RMW exceeds 110 km, this intensification trend fades (SM17) then reverse (SM18). The reasons for this are not fully understood at this time, but could possibly involve the fact that SM17 and SM18 have very large initial eye areas $A$ that could affect the inner-core vortex dynamics predicted by the model (e.g., formation of an inner eyewall, see section 5b). This might negate the application of the above theorem when vortex rearrangements are involved.

The previous 15-km resolution experiments have demonstrated that an enhanced specification of the wind profile for Sinlaku can greatly improve TC-LAPS forecast. It evokes the need to better match each TC initial observed structure, which in turn relies on a greater understanding of storm structure evolution during RI, an aspect the following paragraphs examine.

b. Evolution of the predicted vortex structure for SS15 and SS18

We wish to understand the role of the PBC present near the onset of RI in storm evolution. Experiments are run at 5-km resolution (Table 1) with initial RMWs of 55 km (SS15) and 220 km (SS18) following the observed cloud signatures (Figs. 4a and 4b). The high-resolution
Vortices keep a very similar track to their 15-km resolution counterparts, yet an 11% reduction of track error is found at 72 h (Fig. 6 vs Fig. 10). Nevertheless, their final intensities diverge. The small vortex (SS15) over-intensifies to below 900 hPa, consistent with the results of Persing and Montgomery (2003), Hausman et al. (2006), or Van Sang et al. (2008) who documented the tendency of models to form more intense storms with increasing spatial resolution. Simulation SS18, however, has a different response that persists when we vary physical parameterizations (not shown). The two vortices SS15 and SS18 track over a similar oceanic environment (Fig. 11) that could not cause the significant predicted intensity difference. Instead, it is suspected that inner-core processes, some of which can be predicted at 5-km resolution, might define the pathway to rapid intensification.

Figure 12 presents the structure evolution of the two vortices throughout the 72-h forecast: values of central pressure ($P_c$), VMAX, RMW, R34, and maximum vertical relative vorticity ($\text{RV}_\text{max}$), are calculated every hour at the 0.975$^\text{s}$ level ($\sigma = \text{pressure/surface pressure}$) out to a radius of 500 km. This level is close to the altitude where the actual storm parameters are measured or estimated. For validation, crosses indicate every 6 h the corresponding R34 values computed from Weber (2006) statistical model using both ROCI values (from ACCESS-G analyses) and best-track estimates of central pressure, asterisks denote estimates for the actual typhoon obtained from IBTrACS (Knapp et al. 2010), and circles mark RMW aircraft measurements. Figure 12 shows that vortex-size parameters have already evolved from their specified values (Table 1) at the base time of the forecast. The initialization phase has indeed allowed the vortex to adjust to the model characteristics, while the synthetic data and standard observations were objectively analyzed. Nevertheless, the characteristics of the two vortices stay markedly distinct at the base time of the forecast (as prescribed).

The observed increase in R34 during the 72-h period and contraction of the RMW during the first 12 h is predicted in both simulations. However, though SS15 is the vortex that initially best fits the estimated vortex-size parameters R34 and RMW, SS18 produces improved verification for both track and intensity metrics that are moderately reliable for stronger storms. Although it is possible that the reasons that SS18 produces the most accurate forecast are not entirely correct, it is nevertheless reasonable to hypothesize that the initial storm structure in SS18, for which we specified a RMW inferred from convective band location, is a better representation than SS15. This could suggest that, in this case, initial outer wind distribution may play a crucial role in progression of storm structure and intensity.

Further investigation reveals that the primary and secondary circulations of SS15 and SS18 are very different. The radial profiles of azimuthally averaged tangential ($V_t$) and radial ($V_r$) velocities in the boundary layer (Fig. 13) show a secondary wind maximum developing within the inner core of the large storm (SS18) between 12 and 30 h. It seems that the SS18 forecast forms a double eyewall which eventually merge at a slightly larger RMW than SS15. One main eyewall consolidates about 90 km away from the TC center, contracting farther to about 70 km by the end of SS18 forecast.

c. The interior eyewall formation

The structure evolution in SS18 seems consistent with the patterns depicted in the satellite images (section 2c) at the beginning of RI. The model managed to reproduce the eyewall that was forming inside the PBC, which was simulated using RMW = 220 km. This event that we simply call the interior eyewall formation (IEF) is independent of the secondary eyewall formation observed later in Typhoon Sinlaku and discussed in Wu et al. (2012) and Huang et al. (2012). The investigation here rather corresponds to the development of the main eyewall in a weak storm that begins to organize and intensify.

To obtain a deeper understanding of the dynamics of eyewall formation inside an imposed large RMW, we examine the evolution of the surface pressure, vertical motion, and mixing ratio at 700 hPa (Fig. 14, from left to right). Prior to IEF (top panels), the circulation is characterized by a radius of maximum pressure gradient (and RMW) located at about 160 km, with a generally featureless weak-gradient structure at smaller radii (Fig. 14a). At this time, ascent is restricted to an annulus just inside of the radius of maximum pressure gradient (Fig. 14b). Virtually no ascent is occurring inside a
well-defined primary eyewall. During IEF (middle panels), a number of updraft cells or VHTs (Montgomery et al. 2006) can be seen inside of the primary eyewall (Fig. 14e). They produce locally enhanced pressure gradients (Fig. 14d), and low-level winds (not shown), at radii inside of the system-scale radius of maximum pressure gradient (Fig. 14d). That is, the ascent field suggests a second annulus of upward motion inside the first ring, consistent with the radial profiles shown in Fig. 13 (and Fig. 15 later). These features are highlighted with circles (Fig. 14e). Moistening has not only continued at the radius of maximum pressure gradient, but also at smaller radii (Fig. 14f). After IEF (bottom panels), the radius of maximum pressure gradient (and RMW) has contracted to approximately 90 km (Fig. 14g). The center of the circulation is uniquely defined with upward motion concentrated within a main eyewall region (Fig. 14h).

The generation of VHTs, as well as the merging and axisymmetrization of neighboring vorticity anomalies (Van Sang et al. 2008), are possible mechanisms based on model simulations that could be leading to the formation of the eyewall.

Radial profiles of the 0.975r-level vertical motion omega averaged along azimuthal circles (Fig. 15) also...
suggest strong regions of ascent developing in the low boundary layer at inner radii within 80 km from the TC center (inner rectangle in Fig. 15b). The secondary tangential wind speed maximum develops within that region of convective instability. The region between the two tangential wind speed maxima is instead characterized by weaker mean ascent from the boundary layer (Fig. 15b, in between the two rectangles, and Fig. 15c) and less mean radial inflow (bottom-right panel of Fig. 13).

d. Discussion on the predicted structure: Two phases of the vortex

Examination of the radial profiles of mean vertical relative vorticity (not illustrated) shows that the SS18 vortex undergoes different phases, switching from a vorticity ring to a stable monopolar distribution, and back to a ring, similar to the patterns observed for Hurricane Katrina (Nguyen et al. 2011), although the timing and number of cycles are different. Such phases may explain (i) the rapid development of VHTs in the region of positive relative vorticity gradient of the ring structure, and (ii) the way the mean flow rapidly strengthens between 24 and 36 h (Fig. 13) during transition from the monopole to the final ring structure (Nguyen et al. 2011). Vortical hot towers could explain, through stretching arguments, the sudden increase in the maximum of relative vorticity (RV_max) observed between 12 and 20 h (Fig. 12). Also, the downdraft regions that surround the VHTs can suppress convection at outer radii and account for the region of weaker mean ascent previously identified between the two tangential wind speed maxima (Fig. 15). This justifies why neither omega nor Vt grow much within the primary outer eyewall before 24 h.

Additional diagnoses are needed to examine vortex transitions and investigate the role of vortex Rossby waves: axisymmetrization of the vorticity produced by the VHTs from the inner core to the region of maximum winds (Montgomery and Kallenbach 1997) could explain the outward spreading of the inner secondary wind maximum observed in our simulation.
e. General discussion

We believe the process we have diagnosed as IEF occurred in both the simulation and actual storm. This pattern has thus far not been observed in nature, at least with the current observing tools at our disposal. In particular, the observations and simulation suggest that the inward contraction of the eyewall may not always be a continuous process. The eyewall may instead contract inward in quantum jumps, such as suggested by the evolution of $V_t$ for SS18 (Fig. 13), particularly when the RMW is large and the storm is undergoing RI. This process was not observed in the SS15 simulation, which was initialized with a unique ring of convection. That simulation did not form outer bands (not shown) and also did not yield the correct intensification.

In the light of the results obtained, it seems crucial to develop bogus schemes that allow for the specification of two regions of convection or two regions of maximum winds. Of course, a major issue is the estimation of multiple RMWs by operational centers with the common available observation techniques (as pointed out for Sinlaku). “Double (or multi) wind max bogus” schemes would allow a better representation and simulation of the structural organization of weak TCs when microwave imagery indicates a symmetric outer band of precipitation. They would also properly initialize the wind distribution within multiple convective bands for stronger TCs undergoing an eyewall replacement cycle. In general, these new schemes should contribute to improve TC forecasts (structure and intensity).
While waiting for such techniques to be available, for current situations when the microwave imagery exhibit convective bands surrounding the circulation at outer radii (as was observed for Sinlaku), we recommend to initialize a TC-LAPS forecast with a RMW value corresponding to the observed PBC, or at least include such simulations in ensemble predictions. Of course, further experiments need to be carried out on other TCs that underwent rapid intensification to extend the hypothesis and understand the operative “interior eyewall formation.”
6. Summary and conclusions

This study addresses the potential impact of initial vortex structure on TC motion and intensity in a high-resolution, full physics model, and discusses the possible underlying mechanisms. A case study of Typhoon Sinlaku at the onset of rapid intensification is used as an illustrative example. Aircraft observations indicate that the structure of the weak storm at the onset of RI was not clearly defined. This created uncertainties with
FIG. 15. (a)–(d) Radial profiles of mean omega (Pa s$^{-1}$) at the 0.975σ level at various lead times into the SS18 forecast (RMW = 220 km). Omega is azimuthally averaged at each radii. Rectangles in (b) highlight the two regions of ascent that are present in the boundary layer, the outer one being located around the RMW. These two regions are still evident in (c) although closer to each other; they eventually merge in (d).
estimates of storm structure and size parameters such as the RMW. Microwave images further showed a subsequent eyewall formation at small radii inside of a primary band of convection (PBC) present at outer radii.

An interesting aspect of Sinlaku’s evolution was the departure of its motion from the south-southwesterly steering flow once it had intensified. This departure suggested the presence and importance of beta propagation during the time when the steering flow weakened. A dynamical analysis of the analyzed flow confirmed the presence and importance of β gyres developing near the large storm. It is concluded that the motion of the storm was influenced partly but significantly by the β effect, as environmental steering weakened and the structure and size of the vortex changed.

A set of numerical experiments was designed with the full-physics version of TC-LAPS to assess the sensitivity of motion and intensity prediction to initial storm structure. Of particular interest was the role played by the outer band of convection on the storm structure, track, and intensification. The PBC could well have been associated with an outer wind maximum and was represented in initial conditions using a large RMW value. The high-resolution simulation using this initial structure provided improved verification of both track (after 36 h) and intensity. Two major results were obtained. First, TC-LAPS was able to account for the observed beta propagation after 36 h. The northwestward contribution was more important when the region of maximum winds specified at the initial time was large, consistent with stronger β gyres for large storms, as suggested by barotropic studies (e.g., Chan and Williams 1987). It is possible that the remaining error for track prediction may have been influenced by errors in the large-scale environment (similar to Komaromi et al. 2011) or by “upscale error growth,” but such influences have not yet been detected during the times discussed here. Second, a suggestion of interior eyewall formation was produced in 5-km resolution experiments when the vortex was initialized with a large initial RMW (corresponding to the primary outer band of convection). Conversely, the vortex initialized with a small RMW corresponding to the developing eyewall moved too far eastward and overintensified. The reason for the different evolution of the large RMW simulation is still somewhat uncertain. It may represent the dynamics of eyewall formation within a PBC (or an outer wind maximum region) for weak storms that undergo rapid intensification.

Although the results presented here are based on a case study of a particular storm, we believe they point us in a fruitful direction for understanding vortex structure and intensity changes. Evidence has been presented that storm size and wind distribution can, on occasions be critical influences on storm motion, and in the pathway to RI. Future studies are needed to confirm the robustness of such results using ensemble experiments since Zhang and Sippel (2009) showed that very small variations in the model state, practically within the noise of analyses, can result in different routes to tropical cyclogenesis. Further work is also planned to understand (i) how IEF can arise in a large storm, (ii) the influence of model resolution, (iii) the role of outer convective bands and vortex Rossby waves in assisting convection to develop near the storm center, and (iv) whether this phenomenon can be validated with high temporal sampling of cloud banding from satellite data. Another significant challenge for numerical prediction is initializing strong TCs with primary and secondary wind maxima, as may have occurred during Sinlaku’s eyewall replacement cycle, and accurately predicting the subsequent intensity/structure evolution (e.g., Wu et al. 2012). This is clearly a question to be resolved by future research, as we recommend the investigation of new bogus schemes that would be able to take into account several regions of maximum winds/convection.
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